LED PROFILE SERIES

LED Profile
LED S-1 The perfect solution for low profile accent, edge
lighting and under cabinet applications. This linear product
uses a white LED strip with 3 watts per foot, .55 inches on
center with a linear spread lens. The entire assembly is less
than 1/2” and is designed with a extruded housing that not
only dissipates the heat, but also acts as a decorative housing that can be exposed in many applications. Color options
are 33K, 47K, 57K and 65K.
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LED S-2 and S-2 RBG Our commitment to providing LED solutions continues with the S-2 extrusion. Originally designed
to accept optical lens accessories for accent and display
lighting, it now is available with new RBG linear strip and
DMX control module. The entire assembly is under 3/4” and
its extruded fluted housing is able to be left exposed as an
architectural element, or hidden within many applications
that require color changing and or focused linearlight.
White LED are available in 3 watts per foot, .55 inches on center with a linear spread lens. Color options are 33K, 47K,
57K and 65K. The RBG units are spaced at .59” on center. Optional tertiary 25 degree optic is available. Optics options
are Narrow (10 degrees) or Medium (15 degrees).
LED S-4 This profile accepts our 2 watt LED 2” on center. With
the newest in LED technology as well as the ability to accessorize this unit with optical lens components, this unit
is perfect for wall grazing applications. The unit can be ordered with a standard frosted lens for high output retail
display applications as well as architectural accent lighting.
The sleek decorative extrusion is just over 3/4” and is under
1.5” wide. Color options are 47K, 57K and 65K. Optics options are Narrow (10 degrees) or Medium (15 degrees).
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